The purpose of this paper is to receive a second order expansion of the t-statistic in AR(1) model in local to unity asjnnptotic approach. I show that Hansen's (1998) method for confidence set construction achieves a second order improvement in local to unity asymptotic approach compared with Stock's (1991) and Andrews' (1993) methods.
Introduction
The paper deals with inferences about the persistence parameter (AR coefficient) p in AR (1) Numbers) do not hold uniformly over the interval p € (0, 1), rather the convergence becomes slower as p approaches 1, and the both laws do not hold for p = 1. An alternative asymptotic approach, local to unity asymptotics, considers sequences of models with p" = 1 + c/n as n goes to infinity. According to Mikusheva (2007) and Andrews and Guggenberger (2007a,b) local to unity asymptotics leads to uniform inferences on p, whereas classical asymptotics does not.
There are at least three methods that can be used to construct asymptotically correct confidence set for p: method based on the local to unity asymptotic approacĥ http://www.archive.org/details/secondorderexpan0726miku (Stock (1991) ), parametric grid bootstrap (Andrews (1993) ) and non-parametric grid bootstrap (Hansen (1999) Basawa et al(1991) showed the usual bootstrap fails (has asymptotically wrong size) if the true process has a unit root. Their result can be easily generalized to local to unity sequences. Park (2003b) showed that the usual bootstrap achieves higher accuracy than the asymptotic normal approximation of the t-statistic for weakly integrated sequences (for sequences with AR coefficient converging to the unit root with a speed slower than 1/n). The intuition behind Park's A local to unity asymptotic approach on the contrary is uniform (Mikusheva(2007), Theorem 2). Namely, lim sup sup \Pp{t{y, p, n) < x} -F^Jx)\ = "^'^/9e [o,i]ŵ here Fl^ix) = P{j; Mt)dw{t)/yJ J^J^{ t)dt < x} with c = nlogip).
The use of local to unity asymptotic in order to construct a confidence set was suggested by Stock (1991 More accurately, let y^-Poyl-i +^t , where e^are sampled from the residuals of the initial OLS regression, then F^p^{x) -Ppg{t{y*,po,n) < x}.
Previously, Mikusheva (2007) proved that all three methods are uniformly asymptotically correct. My goal is to explore the second order properties of the methods in local to unity asymptotic approach. I will show that Hansen's bootstrap provides the second order improvement in local to unity asymptotic approach. That is, I consider a sequence of models p = pn = exp{c/n} as n increases to infinity (this sequence of models is called "nearly integrated" process). The goal is to obtain the second order expansion of i(y, p",n) along this sequence of models. The next section would be devoted to probabilistic expansion. sup \P{t{y, pn,n)<x}-P{f + n-"^f + n-^'^g <x}\= o{n-^'^) X One can notice there is no "unique" distributional expansion even if we require that Gn is a cdf. This surprising fact is explained in the note below.
Remark 3 Let Gn{x) = P{^n < x} be a cdf and assume that rj has normal distribution and is independent of a-algebra A. Let i^" and F be measurable with respect to A.
If Gn satisfies the distributional approximation (4), then Gn{x) = P{^n + FA^rj < x} would also satisfy it. That is, the additional term (which is of probabilistic order of Op{n~^/'^)) has distributional impact of order o{n~^f'^). This point was made by Park(2003a) . The idea is that the characteristic function for^" + F-j^r) conditional on A is equal to e''^" up to the order 0{n~^).
It might seem strange that the probabilistic expansion of^y j-i£j has term of order Op{n~^^'^). This term has distributional impact of order 0(n~^/^). The idea of the statement is totally parallel to the note above. Indeed, M{V) is distributionallŷ
(1) VWl^w here M(l)~N{0, 1) and is independent of B{-) = {w, V, U). <^c^e'^^i (T",fc -T"j)
In the construction from Skorokhod's book (1965) the stopping time is defined as r = iniiiwit) -e){w{t) -G{£))} = t,,g(s), where s is independent of w and the function G is defined by JZ. ydF{y) = 0, F{x) = P{e < x}. Then 'w{t) has the same distribution as e.
We can notice that
The last could be calculated using equation (6) G{G{x)) = X and G{x)dF{G{x)) = xdF{x). By tedious but straightforward calculations one can obtain the formula Et^-\E^^.
Since Ee^< oo by using Chebyshev's inequality one can get the statement of the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 3. Theorem 2 states the distributional expansions for the t-statistic and its grid bootstrapped analog sup \P{t{y, n, p) < x} -Gn{x)\ = oirT^I''),
X here Gn{x) = P{t'^+ :^^f + A^g} , where / and g are functional of Brownian motions B{-). The covariance structure of B is described in (3), it depends on cr^, jj.^,^4, k, c.
Brownian motion M is independent of B. It could be seen from the proof of Theorem
